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An efficient letter management utility Generate and print labels from a series of contacts Save and export to PDF,
DOC, HTML, RTF or TXT Gather, save and print letter templates Add salutations, notes and categories to contacts
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Convert your documents to the latest PDF format, easily manipulate and edit files with detailed results, make and
convert PDF to HTML, HTML to PDF, TEX to PDF, RTF to PDF, MS Word to PDF, etc. Features: ✔ Convert any

document into PDF, edit documents in PDF with details, support Acrobat Reader and Acrobat JavaScript Extension.✔
Convert any document into DOC format, edit documents in DOC format with details, support Word, Excel and

PowerPoint; convert DOC to PDF, DOC to HTML, DOC to PDF, DOC to TXT, DOC to HTML, DOC to RTF, DOC
to text, etc.✔ Convert any document into TXT, edit documents in TXT with details, support TextPad and Notepad,

convert TXT to PDF, TXT to HTML, TXT to PDF, TXT to DOC, TXT to HTML, TXT to PDF, TXT to RTF, TXT to
text, etc.✔ Convert any document into HTML, edit documents in HTML with details, support IE, Google Chrome,

Mozilla Firefox, etc; convert HTML to PDF, HTML to DOC, HTML to DOC, HTML to PDF, HTML to RTF, HTML
to text, etc.✔ Convert any document into RTF, edit documents in RTF with details, support Word, Excel and

PowerPoint; convert RTF to PDF, RTF to DOC, RTF to HTML, RTF to PDF, RTF to TXT, RTF to text, etc.✔ Merge
two or more PDF documents into one, merge three or more PDF documents into one, merge up to 100 PDF

documents into one, merge two PDF documents into one, merge two or more HTML files into one, merge two or more
RTF files into one, merge two or more TXT files into one, merge two or more DOC files into one, merge two or more
DOCX files into one, merge two or more MS Word files into one, etc.✔ Convert any document to TXT, convert any
document to RTF, convert any document to DOC, convert any document to DOCX, convert any document to HTML,
convert any document to PDF, convert any document to TXT, convert any document to HTML, convert any document
to RTF, convert any document to DOC, convert any document to DOCX, convert any document to DOC, convert any

document to PDF, convert any document to MS Word, convert any document to TextPad, convert any document
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Serial Letter is a comprehensive and reliable software solution that was developed to provide you with a more effective
means of managing your form letters and recipient addresses, being able to print labels and apply them to envelopes.
Straightforward and practical usage The application experiences a brief and uneventful setup process, subsequent to
which you can begin working with it right away, its ‘Main Page’ allowing you to perform ‘Address Management’ tasks
or create new ‘Form Letters’. Serial Letter comes with a few ready-made templates, but also enables you to download
more, should you need to. In addition, you can import your mail from a variety of popular document formats,
including DOCX, ODT, HTML, MHT, TXT, RTF or DOC. Effortlessly create and manage letter templates and
addresses With the help of the ‘Address Management’ component, you can add all your contacts’ details, including
salutation, title, full name, address, company, phone number and email address or website, even being able to input a
series of ‘Notes’ for each one. In addition, you can group related addresses into well-defined categories, preventing
suppliers from getting mixed with clients, for instance. The default format can easily be customized for your particular
needs. From the ‘Form Letters’ section, you can create a new document or use an existing template as a basis for your
letters, being able to reuse them later on, rather than start fresh every time. When done, you can export it to PDF,
DOC, HTML, RTF or TXT, as well as print it. Using the ‘Address Labels’ component, you can print out the entries
created in ‘Address Management’. It allows you to define the page layout, label format and preferred font. Alternately,
you can save them to PDF files, to your computer. An intuitive letter managing assistant All things considered, Serial
Letter proves to be a useful and efficient program that can successfully aid people in mail-related professions to get
their job done quick and easy, being able to keep handy templates for various purposes. Zentu is a comprehensive and
reliable software solution that was developed to provide you with a more effective means of managing your form
letters and recipient addresses, being able to print labels and apply them to envelopes. Straightforward and practical
usage The application experiences a brief and uneventful setup process, subsequent to which you can begin working

What's New in the?

Serial Letter is a comprehensive and reliable software solution that was developed to provide you with a more effective
means of managing your form letters and recipient addresses, being able to print labels and apply them to envelopes.
Straightforward and practical usage The application experiences a brief and uneventful setup process, subsequent to
which you can begin working with it right away, its ‘Main Page’ allowing you to perform ‘Address Management’ tasks
or create new ‘Form Letters’. Serial Letter comes with a few ready-made templates, but also enables you to download
more, should you need to. In addition, you can import your mail from a variety of popular document formats,
including DOCX, ODT, HTML, MHT, TXT, RTF or DOC. Effortlessly create and manage letter templates and
addresses With the help of the ‘Address Management’ component, you can add all your contacts’ details, including
salutation, title, full name, address, company, phone number and email address or website, even being able to input a
series of ‘Notes’ for each one. In addition, you can group related addresses into well-defined categories, preventing
suppliers from getting mixed with clients, for instance. The default format can easily be customized for your particular
needs. From the ‘Form Letters’ section, you can create a new document or use an existing template as a basis for your
letters, being able to reuse them later on, rather than start fresh every time. When done, you can export it to PDF,
DOC, HTML, RTF or TXT, as well as print it. Using the ‘Address Labels’ component, you can print out the entries
created in ‘Address Management’. It allows you to define the page layout, label format and preferred font. Alternately,
you can save them to PDF files, to your computer. An intuitive letter managing assistant All things considered, Serial
Letter proves to be a useful and efficient program that can successfully aid people in mail-related professions to get
their job done quick and easy, being able to keep handy templates for various purposes. Serial Letter Version History:
Serial Letter Description: Serial Letter is a comprehensive and reliable software solution that was developed to provide
you with a more effective means of managing your form letters and recipient addresses, being able to print labels and
apply them to envelopes. Straightforward and practical usage The application experiences a brief and uneventful setup
process, subsequent to which you can begin working with it right away, its ‘Main Page&rs
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, 8, 10 Minimum 512 MB of RAM 100 MB of free space DirectX 11 Compatible Video card DirectX
Compatible sound card Specifications: Price: $0.99 Release Date: Now Developer: Battlechasers Studios Publisher:
Battlechasers Studios Game Type: Arcade Language: English Multiplayer: No Link: Official Website
================================== Battlechasers Battlechasers is a single-player Arcade shooting game
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